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as you may know, I spent last weekend in Mallorca at a high-end

mastermind.

if you're on Kevin Fahey's list, you'll have ead his summary:

"And what a blast it was. The most informative and
entertaining week I've ever experienced since starting
my online career"

I'll second that. And take it one step further: it's the ONLY one really worth

attending since I've started my online career.

Because

a) it was NOT "a giant pitch fest where the only place worth being is the

bar" (as Andy Fletcher put it)
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b) - and this is the truly important part - we got real work done.

And there's a very specific reason WHY we got real work done:

Because everybody who was there was more or less at the same level

AND ... everybody was bringing something very unique to the table.

I was talking about what I thought was "bread 'n butter" stuff when it

comes to email marketing.

Definitely not "bread 'n butter" from other attendees' perspectives.

And when they were talking about their "bread 'n butter" stuff, I was

scribbling like mad.

Which really drove home one of THE most important principles of

success:

don't try to figure out stuff yourself (unless you can do it in a very, very

short period of time, or you do it because noone has done it before, and

it's part of YOU being/becoming a world-class expert).

To give you a very specific example:

Richie has done 1000+ high-ticket sales-calls.

as in: on the phone with clients/prospects, selling high-end/high-ticket

programs.

Over ONE THOUSAND calls.

even if I had the ultimate leadgen pipeline in place just to get enough

leads in, it would take me 2-3 years of making calls every single day to get

to that same level of experience and expertise.

I would be INSANE to try to do that myself!

That would be 2-3 years of all of my effort and focus now on "learning

something new" (whilst having to neglect what I'm already good at), just

so I can do my own sales-calls.

The real cost (and the opportunity cost) of doing this would be ridiculous.



And yet: that's precisely what 99% of people do!

They try to do it all by themselves.

Stupid. Insane. Take your pick. It's all the same.

Giving someone like Richie a good-sized percentage of a giant pie (him

closing lots and lots of calls) is a bazillion times better than me having

100% of .... ahhh ... feck all.

Right, as a direct consequence of attending this mastermind, 3 things:

1. We're doing another High-Level Mastermind later this year. Definitely

NOT for everyone, as you have to bring 'something' to the table. Which

has to be complimentary to what the other attendees bring. Meaning:

there are qualifying criteria.

2. I'll be releasing my notes, plus video-recordings of my 2

presentations of the event. It's high-end stuff, so won't be cheap. But

worth every penny several thousand times over. Guaranteed.

3. The overwhelming verdict at the event was that what I bring to the

table is priceless and PLEASE, can I coach again. So, I will be re-

opening my coaching program very soon, and no, I won't go begging

& bribing to get people enrolled. If it's a great fit, sure, we can talk. But

there will be very strict criteria (and no, it's none of those BS-criteria

you often see on so-called 'application-forms')

more on all of this over the next couple of weeks (e.g. when I'm getting

the edited video-recordings)

Veit

PS: if you'd like to find out more, go to the blog:

http://www.onlinerule.com
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